
Headmaster’s Welcome 

The week started early, as it were, with a fantastic concert held in a vibrant and very well attended PAA on Sunday afternoon, 
reviewed below. The STEM theme was an opportunity to bring together an eclectic mix of music and the remarkable breadth of 
the offerings was a highlight, as was the sheer number of pupils performing, from right across the year groups. Our music 
department deserve huge praise and thanks for their hard work, and our pupils can be rightly proud of their excellent 
contributions to a wonderful evening's entertainment. 
 
As the weeks fly by, we suddenly find ourselves at the beginning of a range of events for Christmas and the end of term! I look 
forward very much to the YSA Christmas Indoor Market this weekend.  It promises to be a spectacular event with a vast range of 
stalls and activities, including Santa in his grotto, of course. The School, via support from the YSA, and a variety of local charities 
benefit from funds raised from the day: I hope to see you there. 

Dr Huw Williams 
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STEM Concert 

DATE: Sunday 17th November 2019 
TIME: 18:00 hours  
VENUE: Princess Alexandra Auditorium 
EXPERIMENT: To create a musical nuclear reaction 
VERDICT: Success! 
 
As the sun set on a beautiful Sunday, Yarm School prepared for a scientific 
experiment like no other. Throughout our test, audience members witnessed 
spectacular performances from various ensembles including Brass Group, Flute 
Group and String Orchestra. Extraordinary chemistry was demonstrated in 
performances from Concert Orchestra, who performed a live piece of music 
backed up by incredible Music Tech engineered by Mr McIntyre, and the School 
Choir, who staged an out-of-this-world rendition of Aquarius-Let The Sunshine In 
from Hair.  
 
We must give a special mention to the Aquarius STEM Staff Band, consisting of 
Mr McIntyre on Keys, Mr Williams on Guitar, Mr Reeve and Mr Yates on 
Saxophone, ‘Birthday Boy Brogan’ on Tambourine, Mr Mist on Trumpet, Mr 
Hibbard on Bass Trombone, Dr Prideaux on Drums and Miss Rooms on vocals. As 
well as being a star drummer, Dr Prideaux also performed his own composition 
to a piece of moving video on the piano, which received great praise from the 
audience. 
 
In conclusion to our experiment, the performances received a great reaction from 
the audience thanks to the wonderful work of Mrs Staggs, the music department 
and everyone involved.  
 
Now… onto Christmas! 

Luke Porter 

YSA CHRISTMAS INDOOR MARKET  

THIS SATURDAY 10AM TO 4PM 

SEE PROGRAMME INSIDE 



NEWS 

Yarm School Mock General Election 

We are now into our second week of campaigning; sound bites have been sculpted, manifestoes 
have been pored/pawed/poured over and policies spouted a plenty.  One correction from last 
week – we also have the Yorkshire Party standing with Cameron Gray as the leader. My apologies 
for this omission last week, my editorial guilt only offset by the voluminous amounts of campaign 
material displayed by the Yorkshire Party – limits have now been set! 

 

In a first hustings on Tuesday all of the parties’ representatives faced a barrage of questions from an audience comprised of a 
wide range of age groups. Whilst expecting big numbers of Sixth Formers to turn out to support/challenge their peers, it was 
heartening to see a healthy number of First Year pupils, many very keen to ask questions of the parties. The session focused on 
‘Britain and the Wider World: Brexit, the EU and beyond’. On Tuesday Bakaer Noble defended the Brexit position to good effect, 
with Daniel Orlopp stepping in courageously to represent the Conservatives who were busy campaigning in the choir stalls! 

 

The week also saw the leaders of the parties speak to each of the Junior and Senior Assemblies. Their faces are now known and 
they must now work hard to communicate their policies to the school community. This week the parties will be answering 
questions on ‘Education and Youth’ as well as ‘Housing and the Environment’.  

Mr S Edwards  

This week we took two teams of six to play Ampleforth A and 
B teams in the English Schools National U19 Chess first round 
qualifier.  The teams were as follows: 
 

 
The impressive venue 
was the Ampleforth 
College library and the 
games were actually 
played on tables made 
by Robert Thompson 
(The Mouseman).  We 
played two head-to-
head games with A v A 
and B v B.  The B team 
won and lost their two 
games with a score of 
3.5 – 2.5.  The A team 
was victorious with 
winning margins of 4.5 
– 1.5 and 5 – 1, and it is Yarm A who progress to the regional 
final to be played after Christmas.   
 
We had a super mix of age groups represented in our teams, 
with special mention being deserved by our stalwart 
campaigners Yash and AJ, who led the proceeding with such 
commanding presence, winning both their games, as did 
Yusuf and Vignesh. 
 

Mr M Pointon 

National U19 Chess v Ampleforth 

Board Yarm A Yarm B 

1 Yash Gulve  Yusuf Syed  

2 AJ Thorne-Wallis  Avanish Batra  

3 Edward Adams  Tenuk Mendis  

4 Vignesh Janakiraman  Oscar Thomas  

5 Shrish Nair  Max Mowbray  

6 Aishani Paul  Natasha Pointon  

Last week Lower Sixth Politics students attended a student 
conference at the University of Hull. The university puts 
considerable effort into attracting people onto the campus in 
order to show off both the elegance of the surroundings as 
well as the considerable departmental strengths of staff in 
terms of teaching and research at this university.  

 
The day began with an introductory lecture by Lord Norton, 
arguably the country’s leading constitutional expert. Lord 
Norton had previously spoken at school to the Politics 
Society so it was good to become reacquainted with this 
eminent scholar and ‘official historian of the Conservative 
Party’. 
 
Students then split into so-called ‘break out’ sessions in order 
to explore a diverse range of topics in more of a university 
seminar style. Topics covered included ‘War, what is it good 
for?’, ‘Green Politics’, ‘Losing Greatness: Britain’s role in a 
post-Brexit word’ and ‘Political Skill: what is it and how do 
you get it?’ The students received another lecture from the 
Director of the Hansard Society, Dr Ruth Fox, before the 
afternoon was closed out by a Question Time-style Q&A of 
local politicians, answering a diverse range of questions from 
the students. The whole day was an invaluable experience, 
certainly in terms of political exposure, but also in allowing 
students the opportunity to get the feel of a campus and the 
rhythm of university life. 
 

Mr S Edwards  

Politics at the ‘end of the line’ 
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In this book Bingham aims to 
dissect the notion of the rule of law 
which has become a term frequently 
used in the legal profession and an 
expression ‘constantly on people’s 
lips’, as he puts it. Tom Bingham is 
considered to be one of the most 
prominent British judges and 
lawyers of his generation and he has 
extensive knowledge into the 
subject of law. Despite this, it is by 
no means directed at an audience of 
lawyers, and its accessibility to 
those outside of the field of law is a 
strong feature of this book. It makes 
use of detailed but simple explanations and captivating case 
studies to make it a fascinating read to a wide range of 
different audiences. 

The first part of the book looks into why the rule of law is an 
important concept in society and looks at the various 
historical milestones reached before arriving at the present 
day, which range from the signing of the Magna Carta in 1215 
to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights by the UN in 
1948. In the second part, Bingham explores the individual 
components that he believes are integral to the rule of law 
when it is applied within a nation-state. These components 
include: accessibility, law not discretion, equality, exercise of 
power, human rights, dispute resolution, fair trial, and 
compliance with international law. Bingham elaborates each 
component with interesting case studies throughout the world 
and history such as the 1772 case of James Somerset that led 
to the abolition of slavery in Britain. These case studies are 
often tied with Bingham’s own personal opinion of the subject 
giving a valuable viewpoint of an experienced judge to many 
different case studies across the world. The component, 
compliance to international law, is rather fascinating for its 
application of the rule of law to a global setting. This 
component evaluates the US invasion of Iraq in 2003, a very 
much relevant subject today with the conflict in the Middle 
East. Bingham examines this invasion for its compliance with 
international law, concluding that it did in fact breach the rule 
of law. 

The third and final part of the book is perhaps the most 
intriguing in that it looks into the West’s response to modern 
day terrorism and parliamentary sovereignty and analyses 
how well they obey to the rule of law. The analysis on 
terrorism is of particular interest as it brings to focus many of 
the civil liberties the UK and US government have been all too 
willing to sacrifice in the name of order and security in their 
war on terror. Bingham once gives his opinion on such 
matters, most notably in the increased use of surveillance by 
the UK government of which he describes us to be 
sleepwalking into a surveillance society as UK citizens have 
“become the most closely monitored people in the free world”.  

To conclude, Bingham provides an intricate definition to the 
concept of the rule of law that largely underpins the morals of 
a liberal democracy whilst at the same time bringing a thought 
provoking debate around the power we grant our government 
and the extent to which this power is abused. Overall I 
recommend this book to anyone looking to expand their 
knowledge into the subject of law. 

Matthew Thambyrajah (U6 Politics student) 

Book Review: The Rule of Law – 

Tom Bingham  

On Wednesday 13th November, a group of 15 Fourth Year 
pupils visited Newcastle University to listen to a series of 
lectures lasting between 45 and 15 minutes, delivered on 
the subject of statistics, maths and physics. The first lecturer 
explained about calculating probabilities of natural disasters 
occurring and how the government calculate what to put in 
place to protect against these. We looked at storm Katrina, 
and how it was the ‘Storm of the century’ as there was a 
1/100 chance of it occurring. When looking at sea surge 
heights in the past 60 years, the chance of a 14.4 feet height 
surge (Storm Katrina) was 0. But with the use of the Gumbel 
formula, we could calculate that there was actually a 
possibility of this occurring, and this was equal to 0.01.  

The second lecture was about the topic of road safety and 
the probability of deaths in car accidents. He talked about 
using data in the favour of the argument (regression to the 
mean), explaining this with a dice simulation experiment 
where he proved that paper decreased the chance of rolling 
a six. He (on a computer simulator) took the person that 
rolled the most 6’s out of 20 rolls, then asked them to roll 6’s 
on a piece of paper and this was considerably lower. In one 
way this shows that rolling 6’s is decreased on a piece of 
paper, but in fact it showed that information can be used in 
many ways as the person that rolled on the table was the 
highest scorer, but not also for the paper. This then related 
to research that speed cameras saved 300 deaths in a few 
years in a town, but in actual fact it was only 21.  

The third lecture was talking about the SI units (kilograms, 
moles, Kelvin, candelas, amperes, seconds and metres). The 
woman speaking was explaining to us the definitions of 
these units, and what they represent. She was working on 
making some of these definitions easier to understand and 
shorter.  

The final lecture was about ‘what is the same’, we were 
made to consider what was the same about a series of 
shapes, as in any experiments we need to consider what is 
the same and what is different. We can easily work out that 
{1,2,3} is the same as {1,2,3}. But is a blue circle the same as 
a red circle of the same size? Or is only a blue circle the same 
as a blue, identical, circle? She showed us many diagrams 
explaining how you can compare different shapes, which 
could be used for anything.  

The trip was thoroughly interesting and we thank Mr Yates 
and Mr Addison for taking us.  

Luke Porter and Lilian Dufton 

Maths Lecture trip (Extreme 

Value Mathematics)  



NEWS 
Oswald Christmas Shoebox Appeal 

Thank you so much for your generosity regarding this year's 
shoebox appeal. On Friday 81 shoe boxes were dropped off at 
the Tees Valley Community Church in Eaglescliffe in support 
of the Samaritan's Purse appeal. From there they will be sent 
to various locations around the world to help brighten 
Christmas of those less fortunate.  

Next year we are hoping to support the Link to Hope appeal to 
target elderly and families in the local area with essential 
items.  

Thank you for your on-going kindness. 

Mr T Taylor 

Demand and Supply in the Real 

World 

Another week... another full room of Sixth Formers keen to 
hear words of wisdom from another successful Former Pupil.  

The Economics and Business department were this week 
delighted to welcome back once again Rachel Bradley (Class 
of 2014) , who after A Levels in Economics, Maths and PE, 
went to Northumbria University to study Business Studies (a 
4 year course with a 1 year work placement). Rachel has 
previously returned to Yarm to participate as a panellist for 
the FAME Careers Cluster. 

Rachel once again engaged her audience, explaining how 
whilst at University she undertook a part-time job working at 
Red House School teaching Physical Education to Year 6 & 7 
pupils. Whilst following on from this throughout University, 
she worked at a nursery in Hartburn looking after newborn 
babies to six year olds. For her work placement year she was 
lucky enough to secure a role in Supply Chain Logistics at 
Nissan which provided excellent experience for her first 
business related role. However, although she valued this 
placement, it made her appreciate how keen she was to work 
in a smaller organisation where she could have a more direct 
involvement in the direction the business took. Nissan did 
however give her a great platform to apply her skills and she 
went on to achieve a First Class Honours degree.  

During her final year of University she secured part-time 
employment at Hellens Residential where she was 
subsequently offered a full time role once she graduated. Her 
official job title is Business Development Manager and she 
explained how her role consists of developing and collating 
bids and analysing new sites which they are interested in 
acquiring. The company purchase affordable homes on new 
build sites across the North of England and she has 
responsibilities which include negotiations, managing the 
company's cash flow and future planning of site acquisitions. 
Rachel has also just begun studying for her accountancy 
qualifications.  

It was evident that Rachel is passionate about the business 
she works for and values working in a small, and growing 
organisation. She was happy to answer questions about her 
degree, Nissan and her current employment, as well as the 
housing market in general and I look forward to hearing the 
current Lower Sixth build this into their housing market 
presentations after Christmas. 

We are very grateful to Rachel for taking time off work to 
come and speak to our students and we wish her all the best 
with her future career. 

Miss C E Rhodes 

We are delighted to announce the date and theme of our next 
Friarage lecture. On Tuesday 26th November in the Friarage 
Theatre starting at 17:00, we will be joined via Skype by 
Professor Bradley W. Hart, Professor of History at California 
State University, Fresno. 

Professor Hart has recently published a highly acclaimed 
work ‘Hitler’s American Friends: The Third Reich’s 
Supporters in the USA’. The book won recent praise from the 
New Yorker and Time magazines.  

Professor Hart will deliver a talk based around his research 
and the book and then take questions from the audience.  

This talk is directly linked to the GCSE course and we would 
expect all pupils who have opted for GCSE History to attend 
the lecture. A letter will be sent home to all pupils in Fourth 
and Fifth Year about this with a reply slip for pupils to return 
if they are unable to attend the talk for a particular reason. 

It is also of relevance to pupils in the Third Year who are 
studying Nazi Germany as well as all pupils with a general 
historical interest. Parents and friends of Yarm School are 
also most welcome.  If you would like to attend please email 
ELP@yarmschool.org. 

Mrs E Pinkham 

We have used Lego Mindstorms to teach coding and robotics 
for many years and the original equipment which we bought 
in 2009 is used weekly for a coding activity. 
We are starting to have some difficulty with 
the control units – one has no display screen 
and another frequently has connection 
problems. As the equipment is effectively 
almost obsolete we are unable to obtain 
replacements. 
Do you have any Lego Mindstorms that you 
would be willing to donate to the school? 
We are especially looking for NXT control 
bricks or more recent EV3 control bricks 
(pictured). 
If you have any other mindstorms equipment 
(motors or sensors) we would also welcome those. 
Please contact Mr Foggett (tlf@yarmschool.org).  
Thank You. 

Mr L Foggett 

Hitler’s American Friends  

Lego Mindstorms 

LOST PROPERTY 

Monday—Closed 

Tuesday 1:00pm—1:15pm 

Wednesday 1:00pm—1:15pm 

Thursday Closed 

Friday 1:00pm  1:15pm 
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Sport Scoreboard 
RUGBY 

U12A v Durham School    Won 35-15 

U12B v Durham School    Won 50-15 

U12C v Durham School    Won 55-10 

U18B v Pocklington School    Lost 19-22 

U13A v Pocklington School    Drew 15-15 

U13B v Pocklington School    Won 45-15 

U12A v Pocklington School    Lost 20-30 

U12B v Pocklington School    Won 40-0 

 

HOCKEY 

Girls’ 1st XV v Hymers College   Won 1-0 

Girls’ U18B v Hymers College   Drew 0-0 

Girls’ U16V at North East Finals   Won 

Girls’ U15A v Ashville    Won 2-1 

Girls’ U14A v Ashville    Won 3-0 

Girls’ U13A v Ashville    Lost 2-3 

Girls’ U13B v Ashville    Won 5-1 

Rugby 
U12A v Durham School on 14 Nov 19 (Won 35-15) 

Yarm U12A team were ready to face Durham School for the 
first time this season, despite the cold and wet weather and a 
strong looking opposition. The first try of the game was at 
the 8 minute mark and was scored by Durham School 
against Yarm. Yarm soon recovered and after some great 
offloads and support runners, Harry Carter got the first five 
points for Yarm. Another try was scored by Yarm after Jake 
Leader and Tom Burchall gave some strong runs and the ball 
was touched down by Tom. Next the Durham players pushed 
through our defence and scored their second try, drawing 
the scores even and showing one of their strengths. After 
this, Jake Leader stormed through their defence at halfway 
and sprinted to the try line to end the first half with Yarm 15 
- Durham 10. 

At the beginning of the second half, Yarm showed a 
considerable improvement in their rucking skills and later 
on, some better communication abilities. However, Durham 
School still took the first try of the half after Yarm struggled 
with both their communication and tackling skills. This 
however didn’t stop the team from pushing onwards 
towards victory. The team sustained pressure on Durham 
which led to Alex Carter to score another try for Yarm. Thirty 
minutes into the game, Jamie Elsworth dashed through the 
oppositions defence with ease and then it was just a few 
seconds before Yarm were ten points ahead. A chain reaction 
of brilliant passes later, and Ryan Mills was at the 
opposition’s try line in the corner to put Yarm far in the lead. 
In the final play of the game Josh Davison shot past them 
with assistance from Tom Burchall to score the final try of 
the game making the final tally 35 - 15. After the match, Mr 
Collins awarded James Graham man of the match for his 
strength in defence and his excellent distribution of the ball 
in the match. 

Josh Davison 

U12B v Durham School on 14 Nov 19 (Won 50-15) 

Last Thursday, the U12B team played against Durham School 
in match which had showcased an amazing display of strength, 
determination and speed from both sides.  

The opponents played well with a number of their players 
having speed , but Ryan Mills and a number of other players 
scored try after try at the end the score was 50-15 to Yarm. 

Muhammed Ibrahim 

 

U12C v Durham School on 14 Nov 19 (Won 55-10) 

On Thursday the 14th of November, our U12C team went to 
play Durham School. The match started with 3 spectacular 
tries, in which we utilised our stronger players to make space 
for our amazing backline to push forward and eventually 
score. 

However Durham came back with two unforeseen tries. After 
3 more easy tries for us, we decided that we wanted to 
challenge ourselves. So from that point on we had to have 3 
rucks before we could score. 

This new rule didn’t stop us in the slightest. We proceeded to 
score 5 more tries and win the match. 

This phenomenal victory was due to the marvelous 
communication between the boys that played that day and we 
hope to see this fantastic teamwork in other matches later in 
the term. Many thanks to Man of the Match, Ben Meager for 
carrying the team to victory. Outstanding work boys and keep 
it up! 

Dheeraj Udupa 

U12A v Pocklington School on 16 Nov 19 (Lost 20-30) 

For the second game since returning from half term, we made 
the exciting journey to Pocklington School near York. It was a 
pretty tough game as we only had 10 players and no 
substitutes.  

Pocklington, on the other hand, appeared strong scoring at the 
1st, 2nd, 7th, 13th, 14th and 19th minutes of the first half of 
the match. We were unlucky not to score in the 17th minute as 
there was a great run by Joseph Belch. 

In the second half our defence tightened and we conceded no 
tries. Improving our attacking too, we scored 4 tries-  

 In the 22nd minute by Alex Carter with astonishing line 
support. 
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 Then just 4 minutes later Joseph Belch held great depth 
from out wide in space and scored another great try helping 
the team massively.  

 Very close after, Harry Carter had a wonderful strong 
finish after an outstanding line break by Jake Leader.  

 As the game had only 6 minutes left, Jake Leader had 
another storming line break, scoring the last try of the game.  
 
After a wonderful performance from Jake Leader he was 
awarded Man of the Match for great strong running.  

Tom Burchall  

 

U12B v Pocklington School on 16 Nov 19 (Won 40-0) 

On the 17th of November, we travelled to Pocklington School 
near York to play their under 12B team. It was a great match 
that we won with five different try scorers; Ryan scoring 
three, Sam scoring two, Alfie and Will both scoring one try 
each and Theo scored his first of hopefully many tries for our 
brilliant squad. It was an all round team effort and we could 
not have won without each dedicated team player. 

Thanks to our strong defence and our amazing forwards, we 
kept a clean sheet winning 40-0. Ryan Mills was chosen for 
Man of the Match after scoring fifteen points, a great personal 
contribution to our final points total. 

After the match, we enjoyed the kind hospitality of 
Pocklington School. 

Noah Barron 

 

U18B/2nd XV 

This was a cracking fixture and one that saw both teams play 
a good game of rugby; evenly matched and with the chance to 
mix things up a bit. We had a really good blend of players 
from across all three senior year groups. In a game that was 
tight all the way through, it was credit to the players for the 
ambition they showed. We looked to attack space where we 
could and the players adapted to the challenges of this 
particular game by varying how and where they looked to 
attack. Smart handling and fixing defenders created space for 
two of our tries to be run in from distance with great skill by 
captain Sol. Another try was a result of territory and pressure 
and playing cleverly in behind until using the space tight to 
the breakdown yielded a score.  

In the end, a top game was decided by a small margin; as they 
often are. Some good individual performances on the day but 
also a solid effort from the boys as a team. 

U13B v Pocklington School on 16 Nov 19 (Won 45-15) 

On Saturday, 16th of November Yarm U13 travelled to take 
on Pocklington. The game began with some excellent tries 
from Yarm after lots of good ball handling. Tries were 
scored by Oscar Shaw and Harry Jackson. Yarm kept piling 
on the pressure through direct runs from Jack Stoddard. 
Yarm were using strong forwards such as Yassen El Hegab 
and Yusef Syed to clear out the rucks, whilst the fast backs 
made lots of breaks to nearly score again. In the last few 
minutes Pocklington scored twice, but the final score was 
45-10 to Yarm! The team played very well and everyone 
worked their socks off and were rewarded with a good 
victory. Well done boys !  



Hockey 
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This is the first time we have had all 3 teams qualify for 

North Finals—an amazing achievement!   



YSA 

Atrium - Food & Drink 
Recital Room 



Sports Hall Dining Hall - Stalls, Food & Drink 

Auditorium 



Children’s entertainment 


